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ABSTRACT 

A tenuous 40 eV hydrogen plasma is injected into 
1 

the Wisconsin toroidal octupole fzom outside the 

magnetic field 0 The plasm2, pol a.riz\es upon entering 
.... ...:.. 

the field and E x B d:t'ifts toward the low field 

region where the plasma encounters the same field lines 

again but in the dpposite direction .. discharging the 

polarization field. The plasma then splits into two 
-.:0.. -"'-

clouds which E x B drift around the machine by pro-

ducing an octupole elect:tic field. The addition of 

an azimuthal field!, BQjJ causing a 35° azimuthal pitch 

for the spiraling field lines near the wall, did not 

appreciably reduce the amoc.n.t of plasma transported, 

nor did it inhibit the transport around the machine, 

in spite of the fact that the clouds travelling in 

opposite directions require octupole electric fields 

of opposite polarity. There was some tendency for 

*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
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the competing fields to cancel one another, 

but for the most part, potential gradients along 

magnetic field lines were sufficiently large to 

allow the plasma to move around the machine. Some 

plasma was also observed to travel around the center 

of the machine'moving parallel to Be field lines. 

INTRODUCTION 
When an azimuthal magnetic field is added to a toroidal 

octupole, the theories of injection and transport encounter 

several difficulties. It might be conjectured that plasma 

injecteo from outside the m3gnetic field �vould continue across 

the field colliding with the opposite wall. Furthermore, 

if the plasma did stop near the minimum field point and 

split into two clouds, they would have di f f ic u.l ty moving 

around the toroid because of the short circuiting effect 

of the spiraling field lines 0 In fact, both of these 

effects have been observed, but neither occurs to a 

sufficient extent to appreciably reduce the trapping 

efficiency. After plasma. has uniformly filled the 

machine, the number of particles trapped with Be is at 

most 10% smaller than without Be" To understand how Be 
changes things, we must first review the theory of 

injection into an octupble with closed field lines. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Figure 1 shows a slab of plasma entering the 

octupole field. The magnetic field is generated by 



the induced currents in four copper ro ds which give a 

downwhrd field of about 1 kilogauss at the outside wall. 
The entering positive ions are defle cted to the left by 
the field, while the ele ctrons are de flecte d to the right 
creating a polarization electric fie ld with a magnitude 

� -
just sufficient to allow the e ntering plasma to E x B drift 
across the field with its free flight velocity of 1.2 x 107 
cm/ sec. As the plasma continues inward p it encounters the 
s ame field lines again but in the opposi.te d irectiono This 
time, a polarization electric fie ld cannot d evelop because 
of the good conductivity parallel to fie ld lines.. The 
plasma is brought to an abrupt h-llt near the zero field 
point and spre ad s out azimuthally 0 Whe n Bg is added" the 
field lines no longer close on themselves but spiral around 
the hoops. If the pitch of the spiral is sufficiently large, 
it might not be possible for the short circuiting to take 
place and the plasma would not be stopped . In our case, 
the pitch was small, and the plasma was stopped as is 
indicated in Figure 20 

Floating potential measurements were made with 
special attenuate d probes2 which could reliably measure 
frequencie s up to 10 MHz with de nsities as low as 107cm-3� 
Since the electron temperature was small and reasonably 
constant, ele ctric fie lds we re assume d to be given by 
the grad ient of the floating pote ntial. The upper curves 

2J• C. Sprotts RSI$ 12, 897 (1966). 



in Figure 2 show the floating potential across the 

horizontal midplane at the inje�tion port 14 �sec 

after the gun fires. The large positive potential near 

the inside wall is caused by a small number of ions over

shooting their associated electrons as the plasma is 

brought to a halt. When Bg is added, the profile moves 

in a few centimeters implying that plasma penetrates 

s lightly f,arther �cross the f:i."eld 0 The lower curves 

are scans along the vertical midplane at the injection 

port. The significant fea.ture here is the electric 

field which devel op s in the middle when Be is added. 
-... -- 6 Its value is such as to give an E x B drift of about 4 x 10 

em/sec toward the inner wall. This is about one third of 

. , . .  1 1 °t l-, "  , h "  h l..ts l.n1.t:r...8 V€ OCI. _yp WLL:lCh means tnat t e pl.asma as 

nearly come to res t by the time it reaches the center. 

When the plasma stops, it splits into two approxi

mately equ.21 clouds which move around the toroid perpen .. 

dicular to the magnetic fieldo Figure 3 shows the octu

pole e l e c tric fields which are generated by the moving 

plasma in the absence of BS" To a very good approximation, 

the magnetic field lines are equipotentials. Potential 

measurements during transport show a peak negative potential 

at !1! = +0.5 and a positive peak at f = -3.5. The walls 

and rods are at zero potential.With Bg = 0, the electric 

field is everywhere orthogonal to the magnetic field and 
--"" ......... 

gives an E x B drift which is in the same direction as the 
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bulk velocity in the center of the machine and in the 
opposite direction in the cross-hatched areas near the 
wall and near the rods. 

The time evolution of the moving plasma can be seen 
by measuring the time dependence of potentials as a function 
of J(. Figure 4 shows the result. Equipotential surfaces 
are plotted as a function of f and time for a scan between 
a rod and the wall. These contours propagate to the left 
with a nearly constant velocity. Although equipotential 
lines are not flow lines in the laboratory system,atrans· 
formation to the moving frame does not change the general 
character of the potentials, but only moves the circulation 
centers inward. The plasma d�nsity peaks near the middle 
several �sec behind the circulation centers. Most of the 
plasma is moving forward with only a few high velocity 
particles participating in the circulation. This double 
vortex motion has been predicted theoretically3 and has been 
observed in other experiments.4,5 

The plasma cloud on the opposite side of the injection 
port is moving in the opposite direction with respect to 
the magnetic field and hence it generates an electric field 
with reversed polarity. No difficulty arises as long as 

3J• W. Poukey, to be published in Phys.Fluids 
4 W. H. Bostick, Proc. of Symposium on Electromagnetics and 

5 

Fluid Dynamics of Gaseous Plasmas. Ed. by J. Fox (Polytechnic 
Press, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1962) p 211 
G. O. Barney, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc . 11, 452 (1966). 
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the field lines are in a constant e plane2 but when 

Be is added, the field lines spiral around the machine 

and tend to short out the electric fields. If the 
-->0. --'" 

short circuiting were perfect, plasma could not E x B 
drift around the toroid. Figure 5 shows the influence 

of Be on the octupole electric fields on each side 

of the injection port. The curves at the left show 

the lower half of the octupole electric fields at + and = 

50° from the injection port:in the absence of Be" When 

Be is added, the potentials are distorted because of the 

short circuiting effect. Potential measurements during 

transport were difficult because of the shot-to-shot 

irreproducibility, which was worse with the azimuthal 

field present. Each of the data paints represents an 

average of three shots. 

A direct attempt was made to measure the potential 

drop parallel to the field by placing two probes on the 

same field line as it makes one spiral across the 

injection port. The result is shown in :Figure 6. l"l'le 

potential difference between the two points in the absence 

of Be is plotted for comparison. When Bg is added, the 

potential difference decreases but fields of greater 
• 

-.>.. 

than 100 volts/meter parallel to B are still observed. 

This potential gradient is be.lieved .to:rest11tt from the 

fact.:.thatr_plasma haa- mot had ample time to fill in the 
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regions behind the r,ods. By 17 t;tsec the potential 
differe.nce has fallen to zero, but by that time, most 

of the plasma has already moved past the probes. 

Density measurements were also mace with a special 

biased double probe
2 

which had a frequency response of 
1 MHz. Figure 7 shows contours of equal density across 

the horizontal midplane at 9 = +500 with full Be" One 

peak is observed toward the outside wall and another at 

the middle where the field is purely azimuthal. The 
- -

e·arlier peak is moving by E x B drift across the field, 

while the other is drifting parallel to the fiel� lines. 
When Be is removed, the density peak at the center does 

not appear. On the opposite side of the injection port, 

the situat.ion is reversed with one peak toward the 
inside wall and another at the center, as shown in 

Figure 8. The contours in Figures 7 and 8 are in 

units of lO
lO

cm
-3

. 

All of these data were obtained using the maximum 

value of Bg which was available. The azimuthal field 

was 260 gauss or about 1/4 as large as the multipo1e 

field at the outside wall in the midplane. Smaller 

values of BQ showed a gradual transition from the zero 
Be to the full Bg case. Reversing the direction of Be 
produced no appreciable change in injection or transport. 

In summary, it can be said that to a first approxi-
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mation, the plasma flows azimuthally, creating whatever 

electric fields it requires to do so, while the short 

circuited magnetic field lines distort the flow only 

slightly. 
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FIGURES 

1. Theory of Injection Process 

2. Potentials at Injection Port 

...a.. .-
3. Octupo1e Field Showing Direction'of Ex B 

4. 'Equipotential Surfaces at Rod Port 

5. Influence of Bg on Octupole Electric Fields 

6. Potential Drop Across Injection Port 

7. E qual Density Surfaces at Port 8 with Be 
8, Equal Density Surfaces at Port 2 with Bg 
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